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«Ukrhair» sell natural hair and is an ideal partner for wig and hair products manufacturers. 
We sell wholesale all kinds of natural hair. Our company o�ers you both raw hair and 100% processed hair 
ready for further use in manufacturing.

�e key di�erence between washed and unwashed hair is that the latter is ready for immediate use.
In the process of washing we detect no – remy hair, non-visible before washing, wash out the dirt, 
straighten displaced hair in the top of the ponytail and �nally, only a�er washing the real texture of the hair 
is revealed. In the process of washing the hair loses approximately 15-30% of its weight. �is is the primary 
reason why washed hair costs more than raw hair. However, if you chose to buy washed hair, you receive a 
product 100% ready for manufacturing thus saving resources, personnel and its quali�cations expenses, 
and technological developments costs.

�e main competitive advantage of «Ukrhair» is wide and quality range of human hair. It includes natural 
European hair, also labelled as Russian hair or Slavic hair, as well as hair from the Central Asian countries 
or so called Uzbeks hair and Asian hair.

�e two last of the aforementioned «Ukrhair» Company bleach and we name them bleached hair. For many 
years we have been cooperating with numerous plants and factories, major enterprises and studios engaged 
in natural hair products manufacturing as well as with famous theatres.



European Hair Washed  



European Hair Washed
�is hair type is popular for manufacturing wigs and hair extensions all over the 
world. First and foremost, it’s really universal, as you may chose European hair to 
match almost every person. It boasts plenty of colours and shades and a variety of 
textures. European hair is well known for its quality and durability. However, there 
is one single quality, which truly makes European hair or Slavic hair stand out and 
priceless, and that is natural light shade, which has become a rarity now.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus and Scandinavian countries.

Visual di�erences:
Incredibly thin and silky.

Advantages: 
- it’s really universal, as you may chose European hair to match almost every person
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
From dark to light Blond.



European Hair Bulk



European Нair Bulk 
European hair is considered the №1 option both for wig manufacturing and for hair 
extensions. So, you can buy European hair for di�erent purposes and be certain that 
you have purchased quality raw hair.
Major plans and enterprises in wigs and hair products industry prefer to buy virgin 
European hair from our company. Long-standing expertise on the natural hair 
market makes Ukrhair the biggest supplier on the market.

�is hair type, collected from the territory of: 
Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus and Scandinavian countries.

Visual di�erences:
Incredibly thin and silky.

Advantages: 
- it’s really universal, as you may chose European hair to match almost every person.
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
From dark to light Blond.



Uzbek Hair Washed



Uzbek Hair Washed 
Washed Uzbeks hair is 100% ready product for wig, hair extensions and hair products 
manufacturing. Uzbeks hair is one of the most popular hair types for hair extensions. 
Main advantage of Uzbeks hair lies not only in its appealing looks and smoothness, but 
in its being wavy as well. It is ideal for people, willing to buy wavy or curly hair, and it 
can come especially handy in making wavy wigs or hair extensions.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
Central Asian countries, i. e. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirgizstan.

Visual di�erences:
- thin structure;
- similarities with the Slavic hair type;
- silky, wavy, curly.

Advantages: 
- more pro�table price than of Slavic hair;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
From Brown to Black.



Uzbek Hair Bulk



Uzbek Hair Bulk 
If you are interested in a thin texture natural hair, you should pay attention to Uzbeks hair. 
As for thinness it practically equals natural Slavic hair, but larger amounts of natural 
Uzbeks hair may be supplied much faster.  It’s a public knowledge for those with experience 
in hair extensions and wigs manufacturing, that Uzbeks hair is silky, so� and long-lasting, 
which is a very lucky combination in itself. Main color shades of Uzbeks hair vary from 
brown to black.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
Central Asian countries, i. e. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirgizstan.

Visual di�erences:
- thin structure;
- similarities with the Slavic hair type;
- silky, wavy, curly.

Advantages: 
- more pro�table price than of Slavic hair;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
From Brown to Black.



Asian Hair Washed 



Asian Hair Washed 
Due to European technology of washing Asian hair, collected by Ukrhair Company, has 
silky and thin texture. In general, Asian hair is considered to be thicker than European 
hair, but we select only top quality and most important, the thinnest raw hair. We have 
been working with Asian countries for many years, and we have organized our own 
natural hair collection process on their territories.

�is type of hair is collected in:
East Asian countries.

Visual di�erences:
Silky and thin texture.

Advantages: 
- pro�table price;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
Black.



Asian Hair Bulk



Asian Hair Bulk
Integral advantage of this type of hair is its price. You do not have to overpay for 
Asian hair, while your hair extensions or wig will look naturally and stylishly.
Due to our long-term relationship we have well – established system of natural hair 
collection in Asia, we select only thin hair and pay considerable attention to its 
quality. We sell to our partners only top-class virgin natural Asian hair.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
East Asian countries.

Visual di�erences:
Silky and thin texture.

Advantages: 
- pro�table price;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
Black.



Asian Bleached



Asian Bleached
Ukrhair has its own manufacture in Europe, where we bleach and dye Asian hair. 
We use only expensive European dyes. �is type of hair becomes so� and silky a�er 
dying that enables its further usage in hair extensions. We sell quality raw natural 
hair of the most sought-a�er shades, platinum, light brown and iron grey.
Absolute advantage of Ukrhair is manual processing of such type of hair, as we have 
a strand-by-strand approach. It is due to our innovative technology that dyed hair 
does not fade and spoil, creating an alternative to natural light hair. We do not cover 
bleached Asian hair with silicon, if the hair is spoiled and do not use any other tricks 
to conceal real condition of strands.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
East Asian countries.

Visual di�erences:
So� and silky a�er dying.

Advantages: 
�at dyed hair, creating an alternative to natural light hair.

Colours: 
Platinum, Light brown and Iron grey.



Asian Gray Washed



Asian Gray Washed
Grey hair is used for manufacturing false moustaches, whiskers, beards and 
theatrical wigs. Ukrhair sells directly both to factories, manufacturing such 
hair products and to famous theatres. Grey Asian hair is in demand for 
making wigs for elderly people.
Snow-white hair has always been in the highest demand. Its key advantage 
is that it can be easily and e�ectively dyed into any other color. In this case 
natural grey Asian hair is used as raw natural hair. 

�is type of hair is collected in: 
East Asian countries.

Visual di�erences:
- di�erenced by percentage of gray;
- silky, wavy, curly.

Advantages: 
Can be easily and e�ectively dyed into any other color.

Colours: 
- snow-white;
- variables percentage of Grey.



Asian Gray Bulk



Asian Gray Bulk
It is used not only for hair extensions, but also for theatre wigs and chignons manufacturing.
Grey hair properties make for maximum e�ect when bleaching. Due to grey pigment this type 
of hair can easily and quickly be transformed into snow-white colour, retaining, most 
importantly, its superb quality. �is is the main reason why grey hair is used for creating 
snow-white strands.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
East Asian countries.

Visual di�erences:
- di�erenced by percentage of gray;
- silky, wavy, curly.

Advantages: 
Most suitable for so� bleaching ensuring.

Colours: 
- snow-white;
- variable percentage of Gray.



Slavic Bleached



Slavic Bleached
Virgin grey hair, and above all 100% Slavic hair, is used as a basis. 
It is further bleached and dyed with di�erent colors or shades.
�e structure of this hair remains unchanged and the hair remains as so�, 
supple and silky as before. Such hair also features a resistant pigmentation 
which is not washed out over a period of several years. We tested this hair 
at our factories and in our hair salons. Russian bleached hair is highly 
recommended both by hairstylists and by clients. Today we are pleased
 to o�er this hair to you.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova.

Range of use:
Hair extensions.

Visual di�erences:
�in texture, so� and silky.

Advantages: 
- obtain beautiful and natural European looking shades;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
From dark to light Blond.



Uzbek Bleached



Uzbek Bleached
Bleached Uzbeks hair has thin texture, is so� and silky. Unlike Asian hair, it also 
may be wavy and curly. Uzbeks hair resembles European hair by many features, 
making it very popular in hair extensions salons all over the world. When 
bleached, Uzbeks hair can obtain very beautiful and natural European looking 
shades. Moreover, it is very manageable, pleasant to touch and easy to work with. 
Due to our unique innovations bleached Uzbeks hair, that we sell to our clients 
has its cuticle intact, and remains so� and silky.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
Central Asian countries, i. e. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kirgizstan.

Visual di�erences:
-  thin texture, so� and silky;
-  wavy and curly.

Advantages: 
- obtain beautiful and natural European looking shades;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
Platinum, Light brown and Iron grey.



Asian Wavy Hair



Asian Wavy Hair
As a rule people consider Asian hair to be coarse, thick and straight.
Although there are some regions in Asia where people have so� and silky hair.
And the main thing is that such hair is naturally wavy and curly.
�is is precisely the hair that we are o�ering you. Such hair is well-proven in 
hairdressers’ practice. It is perfect both for hair extension and for wig-making.

�is type of hair is collected in: 
East Asian countries.

Range of use:
Wigs & hair extensions.

Visual di�erences:
Silky, wavy, curly.

Advantages: 
- pro�table price;
- long-lasting.

Colours: 
Black.



Buying raw hair, you may order the service of customized hair 
extensions. To make an order, just attach a photo of an exact copy 
(sample) of hair extensions. Indicate the type of hair extensions desired  
and we will make exactly what you need to get.

You may choose any hair extension from below mentioned products, 
which are in high demand all over the world: hand tied hair wefts, 
machine sewn hair wefts,  clip in hair wefts,  add-ons, сhignons, сapsule 
hair extension (keratin hair extension), tape in hair extension (polymer 
hair extension).

Our company offers an exclusive service of hand tied products: hand 
tied hair wefts, handmade capsules (hand braiding). 

Hand braiding of hair wefts allows to control the number of hair to be 
added to each weft lock. Volume of weaved locks may be managed by 
size, i.e. small, medium or large. Unlike machine sewn wefts, size and 
volume of hand tied wefts may be custom made.

Hand capsule bonding has an advantage of opportunity to regulate the 
volume of weaved hair (the standard is 0.8 grams, but by hand it is 
possible to make it one gram).

Custom Made Hair Extensions



Clip In Hair Wefts
Clip in hair wefts are attached to hair horizontally in several 
rows by means of hairclips. It is a simple and harmless hair 
extension technique helping your customers to change 
their look easily. 

Clip in hair wefts have an uncontroversial advantage in that 
your clients will be able to enhance their haircut volume and 
hair length at home and on their own. Obviously, women 
who like changing their look from time to time will prefer 
these very hair extensions.

Capsule Hair 
Extension
Unlike weaved hair, capsule extensions allow to reduce the 
likelihood of difference between hair extensions and one’s 
own hair significantly. To achieve this effect the extensions 
are attached directly to one’s own original hair by means of 
keratin capsules. There are several techniques of attaching 
keratin capsules to hair strands. Hot fusion method 
implies heating keratin substance in order to make the 
extensions adhere to the hair. As for cold fusion, capsules 
are attached by means of glue. 

The techniques have established names and Italian and 
English fusion hair extension techniques are so-called hot 
fusion methods. Spanish hair extension is performed by 
gluing strands. Other cold fusion methods are in common 
practice either, such as ultrasonic and micro capsule 
fusion hair extension.



Add-Ons

Add-ons are made of natural or synthetic hair. Add-ons of natural, virgin hair not subject to 

chemical treatment are of high quality and thus most in demand. Such add-ons are of natural 

appearance and care taken for them should be almost the same as for woman’s own hair. They 

can be washed by shampoo, dyed and moisturized. The same hair care methods as for 

original woman’s hair can be used. Artificial hair add-ons are much cheaper but they have 

restricted application. Such products must match the color of the hair exactly, yet even in 

case of maximum similarity artificial hair may differ from one’s own hair due to its structure. 

Add-ons is a generic name for weaved hair. 

They include various products. In modern understanding this 

term means a wide range of hair extensions attached in different ways. 

Strands are attached with a polymer tape which fact gave this method its 

alternative name: polymer hair extension. The extensions are attached as 

close as possible to the root of the natural hair allowing donor hair to 

blend in one’s own original hair which is similar to capsule hair 

extension method. Polymer hair extension grows more popular because 

of some advantages. The process of tape in hair extension takes three 

quarters of an hour on the average. It is harmless. The polymer is not 

subject to heating and the extensions are attached without chemical 

treatment. Tape in hair extension can be used for short hairstyles and 

thin hair. This method costs far less than the method of capsule hair 

extension. 

There is a variety of hairdressing and chignon-based products made of natural hair. 

So-called braided chignon is in high demand. Fake ponytails are often used for wedding 

hairdressing and for festive occasions. Ponytail chignon is attached 

above one’s own braid giving the hair-dress 

volume and length, and so allows extending 

variants of hairdressing. Other types of 

chignons such as chignon topknots, 

chignon fringe and chignon buns are 

also widespread. They all enable 

getting volume and length to your 

hair-dress, changing a style 

quickly and harmlessly and 

creating a look suited to 

every fancy.

Tape In Hair 
Extension Chignons



Hand Tied
Hair Wefts

Wigs and various hair extensions are generally based on 
hair which is braided in a special manner. Strands are 
made according to customer’s needs and types of hair 
extensions. Customized wigs and hair extensions are 
often made by hand tying strands on threads. Various 
techniques are used to tie hair on threads. Hand tying 
allows to prepare base materials thoroughly and 
delicately and the further product strength mostly 
depends on tying technique. Two techniques of hand 
tying – one-turn and two-turn weft – vary in thickness 
and strength. The technique when strands are sewn in 
two turns on three threads is preferably chosen to make 
high quality endurable wigs and hair extensions.

Wefts are machine sewn in large-scale production. Machine technique of weft sewing 
accelerates tying process considerably and is much cheaper. Weft thickness may vary in 
case of machine sewing as well. When buying such wefts the close attention should be 
paid to sewing quality. Machine sewn weft made by a skilled craftsman will last longer 
and will not differentiate from your own original hair. Price of machine sewn weft is the 
second thing to think over when buying high-quality machine sewn wefts for wig 
making.

Machine Sewn Hair Wefts
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